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TUESDAY TIDBITS

Greetings!

Welcome to Tuesday Tidbits from your team at Artistic Designs Group!

Here on the East Coast fall is in the air, our temperatures are dropping and we hear that parts
of the country have had their first taste of snow.  We are turning to thoughts of home and
what we find warm cozy and comforting.  My first thought was of warm and cuddly PETS.
What comes to your mind?

If you are new to Tuesday Tidbits, we use this forum to share new art work, products and
some of the "going on's" from the artists on our team.  Sometimes we will share new
collections hot off the press.  Sometimes we will share new products just released onto the
market.  Sometimes, who knows???

SPEAKING OF WARM AND CUDDLY PETS....our friendly, comforting,
entertaining companions. Are you a dog or cat person?  What about fish,
horses, what else do you and your customers have as pets? 
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See more from these artists on our website...

HOT OFF THE DRAWING BOARDS!  HIGHLIGHTS
FROM OUR WONDERFUL TEAM'S RECENT
WORK...

This week we showcase these recent additions: Joy Allen's
Happy Birthday Chick, two wonderful new Mother's Day
cards from Megan Dunagan, beautiful ranunculus from
Claire Brocato, bright and fun primary color sd from Debi
Payne, Michael Shelton' beautiful heron.  As well as
additions to Sharon Lee's Bohemian Seaside, Jennifer
Wambach's warm cocoa mugs, Michael Shelton's Red
Truck series, and Vicki Schreiner's fall.  Christmas fun from
Emma Leach and Steve Vanderbosch.  In fact I have to
share a story that Steve included with his new group :

"Now we all know Santa comes down the chimney all around
the world and his sleigh is pulled by his reindeer, but what
about those places in the world where the sleigh won't work
because there isn't any snow...or the homes are too far
apart.... so what does he do? It's a little-known fact that he
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has been known to use a zip line to help get those gifts
where they need to go. So here he is in the tropics zipping
along delivering presents. :)" 

See more from these artists on our website...

If you would like to check out our other collections, or have a specific need we can help you
with -- please visit our website at www.artsdg.com (with new works being posted all the time)
or drop us an email at info@artsdg.com. 

We look forward to hearing back from you!

Artistic Designs Group
410.923.3786

julie@artsdg.com
http://www.artsdg.com

Artistic Designs Group, 1218 Fairfield Estates Lane, Crownsville, MD 21032
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